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What is it?What is it?
Process of finding a path from a source to every Process of finding a path from a source to every 
destination in the networkdestination in the network
Suppose you want to connect to Antarctica from Suppose you want to connect to Antarctica from 
your desktopyour desktop

what route should you take?what route should you take?
does a “better” route exist?does a “better” route exist?

“better” can be less hops, lower delay, higher bandwidth...“better” can be less hops, lower delay, higher bandwidth...
what if a link along the route goes down?what if a link along the route goes down?
what if you’re on a mobile wireless link?what if you’re on a mobile wireless link?

Routing deals with these types of issuesRouting deals with these types of issues
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ObjectivesObjectives

The effect of good routing is to The effect of good routing is to 
increase throughputincrease throughput for the same average delay per for the same average delay per 
packet under high offered load conditions packet under high offered load conditions 
decrease average delaydecrease average delay per packet under low and per packet under low and 
moderate offered load conditions moderate offered load conditions 

Throughput

Delay
Bad Routing Good Routing
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ChoicesChoices
Centralized vs. distributed routingCentralized vs. distributed routing

centralized is simpler, but prone to failure and congestioncentralized is simpler, but prone to failure and congestion

SourceSource--based vs. hopbased vs. hop--byby--hophop
how much is in packet header?how much is in packet header?
Intermediate: Intermediate: loose source routeloose source route

Single vs. multiple pathSingle vs. multiple path
primary and alternative paths primary and alternative paths 

StateState--dependent vs. statedependent vs. state--independentindependent
do routes depend on current network state (e.g. delay)do routes depend on current network state (e.g. delay)
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FloodingFlooding
Flooding and broadcastingFlooding and broadcasting

Simple and does not need any preSimple and does not need any pre--processingprocessing
Used when information is of interest to many nodes, of Used when information is of interest to many nodes, of 
importance/urgency or no route existsimportance/urgency or no route exists
Cost is high Cost is high 

The origin node sends a packet to all its neighbors. Neighbors The origin node sends a packet to all its neighbors. Neighbors 
relay the packet to their neighbors until all node receive the relay the packet to their neighbors until all node receive the 
packet packet 

Rule 1: A node will not relay the packet back to node it receiveRule 1: A node will not relay the packet back to node it received fromd from
Rule 2: A node will transmit the packet to its neighbor only oncRule 2: A node will transmit the packet to its neighbor only oncee
Packet ID and sequence # of packets are kept to help enforce thePacket ID and sequence # of packets are kept to help enforce these rulesse rules
Total number of packets send is Total number of packets send is 

between L and 2L, where L is the total number of bibetween L and 2L, where L is the total number of bi--directional linksdirectional links
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Flooding on Spanning TreeFlooding on Spanning Tree
A spanning tree is a connected A spanning tree is a connected subgraphsubgraph of the of the 
network that includes all N nodes and has no network that includes all N nodes and has no 
cycles (and therefore has Ncycles (and therefore has N--1 links).1 links).

Note that N < L if graph is connectedNote that N < L if graph is connected

A more efficient flooding can be performed A more efficient flooding can be performed 
using the spanning tree using only Nusing the spanning tree using only N--1 packets1 packets

Flooding over the entire network can be used to Flooding over the entire network can be used to 
construct a spanning treeconstruct a spanning tree
Spanning tree can be used for routing Spanning tree can be used for routing 
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Routing on a Spanning TreeRouting on a Spanning Tree
How many hops on the average from source to How many hops on the average from source to 
any node?any node?
How do you go from any source node to any How do you go from any source node to any 
destination node?destination node?
When would you use a spanning tree for When would you use a spanning tree for 
routing?routing?
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OutlineOutline
IntroductionIntroduction
Network Algorithms and Shortest Path RoutingNetwork Algorithms and Shortest Path Routing
Spanning tree routing in LANSpanning tree routing in LAN

Distance Vector Routing & Link State RoutingDistance Vector Routing & Link State Routing
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Spanning Tree Routing in LANSpanning Tree Routing in LAN
Used for routing packets in the local area networksUsed for routing packets in the local area networks

Transparent bridging: routing without network layerTransparent bridging: routing without network layer

Assume that each station has a unique ID known Assume that each station has a unique ID known 
through a directory that can be access by all stations through a directory that can be access by all stations 

For LAN, this may be performed using Address Resolution For LAN, this may be performed using Address Resolution 
Protocol (ARP) which translates IP address to MAC addressProtocol (ARP) which translates IP address to MAC address

The location of a station is unknown and that stations The location of a station is unknown and that stations 
can be turned on and off, and moved to another can be turned on and off, and moved to another 
locationlocation
StationsStations are connected through are connected through bridgesbridges
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Spanning Tree RoutingSpanning Tree Routing
Bridges form a spanning treeBridges form a spanning tree
First, one of the bridges is chosen to be the root First, one of the bridges is chosen to be the root 
of the spanning treeof the spanning tree

Choice made by having each bridge broadcast its Choice made by having each bridge broadcast its 
“unique id”. The bridge with the lowest id becomes “unique id”. The bridge with the lowest id becomes 
the rootthe root
In many cases, the “unique id” is a hardware In many cases, the “unique id” is a hardware 
identifier installed by the manufacturer and is identifier installed by the manufacturer and is 
guaranteed to be unique guaranteed to be unique 
Next a spanning tree is constructed Next a spanning tree is constructed 
If one of the bridges fails, a new tree is computedIf one of the bridges fails, a new tree is computed
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Bridge Routing Bridge Routing 
Once the spanning tree is constructed, the ports of a bridge thaOnce the spanning tree is constructed, the ports of a bridge that t 
is on the spanning tree are the is on the spanning tree are the active portsactive ports
For each active port, a forwarding database (FDB) is maintainedFor each active port, a forwarding database (FDB) is maintained

Packets are routed based on the destination MAC address to the cPackets are routed based on the destination MAC address to the correct orrect 
active portactive port

FDB is populated through FDB is populated through bridge learningbridge learning
Bridge LearningBridge Learning: : 

When a port first becomes active, its FDB is emptyWhen a port first becomes active, its FDB is empty
Learns the addresses of all stations on LANs directly Learns the addresses of all stations on LANs directly 
connected to the active ports whenever these stations connected to the active ports whenever these stations 
transmit packets (route on destination address, learning on transmit packets (route on destination address, learning on 
source address)source address)
((AgingAging) If the MAC address has not been transmitted on the ) If the MAC address has not been transmitted on the 
LAN for some time, it is removed from the FDBLAN for some time, it is removed from the FDB
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Bridge LearningBridge Learning
What happens if destination is not in the FDB?What happens if destination is not in the FDB?

When the MAC address is not found in the FDB, When the MAC address is not found in the FDB, 
the packet is broadcast along the spanning treethe packet is broadcast along the spanning tree
Packet will eventually reach its destinationPacket will eventually reach its destination

Destination station replies and its location on Destination station replies and its location on 
the spanning tree is now known along the path the spanning tree is now known along the path 
the reply messagethe reply message
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ExampleExample
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Dealing with FailuresDealing with Failures
The root bridge has to periodically transmit The root bridge has to periodically transmit 
configuration messages configuration messages 

If no message is received from the root in a certain time If no message is received from the root in a certain time 
period (15s), the bridge will discard all information about the period (15s), the bridge will discard all information about the 
root and the spanning tree algorithm will compute a new treeroot and the spanning tree algorithm will compute a new tree

When a station moves, the FDB may be inconsistent, When a station moves, the FDB may be inconsistent, 
creating routing loopscreating routing loops

Bridges are conservative about bringing a new station into the Bridges are conservative about bringing a new station into the 
spanning treespanning tree
A timer (on the order of 30s or so) has to expired before the A timer (on the order of 30s or so) has to expired before the 
bridge forwards data to and from the new interfacebridge forwards data to and from the new interface
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OutlineOutline
IntroductionIntroduction
Spanning tree routing in LANSpanning tree routing in LAN
Network Algorithms and Shortest Path Network Algorithms and Shortest Path 
Routing Routing 

Distance Vector and Link State RoutingDistance Vector and Link State Routing
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Shortest Path RoutingShortest Path Routing
Many practical routing algorithms are based on Many practical routing algorithms are based on 
the notion of shortest path between two nodes.the notion of shortest path between two nodes.

Each link is assigned a positive number called its Each link is assigned a positive number called its 
lengthlength
A shortest path routing algorithm routes each packet A shortest path routing algorithm routes each packet 
along the minimum length (or shortest) path along the minimum length (or shortest) path 
between the source and destinationbetween the source and destination
If length is always 1, then shortest path becomes If length is always 1, then shortest path becomes 
minimum hop routingminimum hop routing
By defining the length using other metrics like cost, By defining the length using other metrics like cost, 
delay etc, other paths can be obtaineddelay etc, other paths can be obtained
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Undirected GraphUndirected Graph
A graph G = (N,A) is a finite nonA graph G = (N,A) is a finite non--empty set N empty set N 
of nodes and a collection A of pairs of of nodes and a collection A of pairs of distinctdistinct
nodes from Nnodes from N
Each pair of nodes in A is called an Each pair of nodes in A is called an arcarc

Maximum of one arc between any two nodesMaximum of one arc between any two nodes
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Undirected GraphUndirected Graph
G=(N,A)G=(N,A)
N = {1,2,3,4}N = {1,2,3,4}
A = A = 
{(1,2),(1,4),(2,3),(2,4)}{(1,2),(1,4),(2,3),(2,4)}
0.5|N|0.5|N|22 > |A|> |A|
|A| >= |N||A| >= |N|--11

if graph is connectedif graph is connected

1

2

3

4
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Undirected GraphUndirected Graph
A A walkwalk in a graph G is a sequence of nodes (n1, in a graph G is a sequence of nodes (n1, 
n2, … n2, … nlnl) of nodes such that each of the pairs ) of nodes such that each of the pairs 
(n1,n2) … (nl(n1,n2) … (nl--1,nl) are arcs of G.1,nl) are arcs of G.
A walk with no repeated nodes is a A walk with no repeated nodes is a pathpath
A walk with n1 = A walk with n1 = nlnl, l > 3, and no repeated , l > 3, and no repeated 
nodes other than n1 = nodes other than n1 = nlnl is called a is called a cyclecycle
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Undirected Graph (walk, path, cycle)Undirected Graph (walk, path, cycle)

(1,4,2,3)(1,4,2,3)
walk, path walk, path 

(1,4,2,1)(1,4,2,1)
walk, cyclewalk, cycle

(1,4,2,4,1)(1,4,2,4,1)
walkwalk

(2)(2)
walk, pathwalk, path

(2,3,2)(2,3,2)
Walk Walk 

1

2

3

4
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Undirected GraphUndirected Graph
A graph is A graph is connectedconnected if for each node i there is if for each node i there is 
a path to all other nodes. a path to all other nodes. 
Lemma 1:Lemma 1:

Let G=(N,A) be a connected graph and let S be any Let G=(N,A) be a connected graph and let S be any 
nonnon--empty strict subset of N. Then at least one arc empty strict subset of N. Then at least one arc 
((i,ji,j) exists such that i is an element of S, and j is not ) exists such that i is an element of S, and j is not 
an element of S.an element of S.

G’=(N’,A’) is a G’=(N’,A’) is a subgraphsubgraph of G if G’ is a graph, of G if G’ is a graph, 
N’ is a subset of N, and A’ is a subset of AN’ is a subset of N, and A’ is a subset of A
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Undirected GraphUndirected Graph
A A treetree is a connected graph that contains no cycle.is a connected graph that contains no cycle.
A A spanning treespanning tree of a graph G is a of a graph G is a subgraphsubgraph of G that is of G that is 
a tree and includes all the nodes of Ga tree and includes all the nodes of G
Construction of a spanning tree G’=(N’,A’)Construction of a spanning tree G’=(N’,A’)

Pick an arbitrary node, n, in N and let A’ be emptyPick an arbitrary node, n, in N and let A’ be empty
while (N != N’)  {while (N != N’)  {

pick (pick (i,ji,j) an element of A such that I is an element of N’, j is an ) an element of A such that I is an element of N’, j is an 
element of  N element of  N –– N’N’
N’ = N’ U {j}N’ = N’ U {j}
A’ = A’ U {(A’ = A’ U {(i,ji,j)})}

}}
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Spanning TreeSpanning Tree
The algorithm works becauseThe algorithm works because

Lemma 1 guarantees the existence of the arc (Lemma 1 guarantees the existence of the arc (i,ji,j))
Starting with a tree (empty set), the new graph Starting with a tree (empty set), the new graph 
remains a tree after the addition of a new linkremains a tree after the addition of a new link

PropositionProposition
A connected graph G always contains a spanning A connected graph G always contains a spanning 
treetree
|A| >= |N| |A| >= |N| -- 11
G is a tree if and only if  |A| = |N| G is a tree if and only if  |A| = |N| -- 1     1     
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Spanning TreeSpanning Tree
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Minimum Spanning TreeMinimum Spanning Tree
If the weights of arcs are different, we may If the weights of arcs are different, we may 
consider building a minimum weight spanning consider building a minimum weight spanning 
tree (MST)tree (MST)
A MST is a spanning tree with minimum sum of A MST is a spanning tree with minimum sum of 
arc weights. The total spanning tree weight arc weights. The total spanning tree weight 
represents the cost of broadcasting a message to represents the cost of broadcasting a message to 
all nodes along the spanning treeall nodes along the spanning tree
Any Any subtree/subgraphsubtree/subgraph of a of a MSTMST is called a is called a 
fragmentfragment

A node by itself is considered a fragmentA node by itself is considered a fragment
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MSTMST
Proposition 1Proposition 1: Given a fragment F, let : Given a fragment F, let αα = (= (i,ji,j) be a ) be a 
minimum weight outgoing arc from F, while the node j minimum weight outgoing arc from F, while the node j 
is not in F. Then F, extended by arc is not in F. Then F, extended by arc αα and node j is a and node j is a 
fragment.fragment.
Proof (by contradiction):Proof (by contradiction):

Denote by M the MST of which F is a Denote by M the MST of which F is a subtreesubtree..
Assume Assume αα does not belong to M. does not belong to M. 
Since node j does not belong to F, there must be some other Since node j does not belong to F, there must be some other 
arc arc ββ that belongs to M and form a cycle together with that belongs to M and form a cycle together with αα..
Deleting Deleting ββ from M and adding from M and adding αα results in another spanning results in another spanning 
tree which has less total weight, a contradictiontree which has less total weight, a contradiction
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MST AlgorithmsMST Algorithms
Proposition 1 can be used as the basis for MST Proposition 1 can be used as the basis for MST 
construction algorithmsconstruction algorithms
The PrimThe Prim--DijkstraDijkstra AlgorithmAlgorithm

Starts with an arbitrarily selected single node as a fragment Starts with an arbitrarily selected single node as a fragment 
and enlarges the fragment by successively adding minimum and enlarges the fragment by successively adding minimum 
weight outgoing arcsweight outgoing arcs

Kruskal’sKruskal’s AlgorithmAlgorithm
Starts with all nodes  being a single fragmentStarts with all nodes  being a single fragment
Successively combines two of the fragments by using the arcs Successively combines two of the fragments by using the arcs 
with the overall minimum weight.with the overall minimum weight.

All algorithms terminate in N All algorithms terminate in N --1 iterations1 iterations
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Example (PrimExample (Prim--DijkstraDijkstra))
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Example (Example (KrushalKrushal))
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Directed GraphDirected Graph
A A directed graph (digraph)directed graph (digraph) G = (N,A) is a finite nonG = (N,A) is a finite non--
empty set N of nodes and a collection A of ordered empty set N of nodes and a collection A of ordered 
pairs of distinct nodes from N; each ordered pair of pairs of distinct nodes from N; each ordered pair of 
nodes in A is called a directed arc. nodes in A is called a directed arc. 
A A directed walkdirected walk in G is a sequence of nodes (n1, n2, … in G is a sequence of nodes (n1, n2, … 
nlnl) of nodes such that each of the pairs (n1,n2) … (nl) of nodes such that each of the pairs (n1,n2) … (nl--
1,nl) are directed arcs of G.1,nl) are directed arcs of G.
A directed walk with A directed walk with no repeated nodesno repeated nodes is a is a directed directed 
pathpath
A A directed walkdirected walk with n1 = with n1 = nlnl, , l > 2l > 2, and no repeated , and no repeated 
nodes other than n1 = nodes other than n1 = nlnl is called a is called a directed cycledirected cycle
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Directed GraphDirected Graph
A digraph is A digraph is strongly connectedstrongly connected if for each pair of nodes i and j if for each pair of nodes i and j 
there is a directed path there is a directed path 
A digraph is A digraph is connectedconnected if the associated graph is connectedif the associated graph is connected
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connected
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strongly
connected
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Shortest PathShortest Path
Given a digraph G in which each arc (Given a digraph G in which each arc (i,ji,j) is ) is 
assigned some real number assigned some real number ddijij as the length or as the length or 
distance of the arc.distance of the arc.
Given any directed path (Given any directed path (i,j,ki,j,k,…,,…,l,ml,m), the length ), the length 
of p is defined as of p is defined as ddijij + + ddjkjk + … + + … + ddlmlm..
The shortest path problem is to find a minimum The shortest path problem is to find a minimum 
length directed path from i to m.length directed path from i to m.
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BellmanBellman--Ford Algorithm (BFA)Ford Algorithm (BFA)
Suppose node 1 is the destination node and consider Suppose node 1 is the destination node and consider 
the problem of the problem of finding a shortest path from every finding a shortest path from every 
node to node 1node to node 1

Assume graph is strongly connectedAssume graph is strongly connected

Let Let ddijij = infinity if (= infinity if (i,ji,j) is not an arc of the graph) is not an arc of the graph
A shortest walk from a given node i to node 1, subject A shortest walk from a given node i to node 1, subject 
to the constraint that the walk contains at most h arcs to the constraint that the walk contains at most h arcs 
and goes through node 1 only once is called a shortest and goes through node 1 only once is called a shortest 
(<=h) walk and its length is denoted by (<=h) walk and its length is denoted by DDhh

ii

DDhh
11= 0 for all h (distance to yourself is always 0)= 0 for all h (distance to yourself is always 0)
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BellmanBellman--Ford Algorithm (BFA)Ford Algorithm (BFA)
BellmanBellman--Ford AlgorithmFord Algorithm

Initially, DInitially, D00
ii= infinity for all i not equal 1= infinity for all i not equal 1

For each iteration, h= 1,2,3 ….For each iteration, h= 1,2,3 ….
DDh+1h+1

ii= = minminjj [[ddijij + + DDhh
ii ]] for all i not equal to 1for all i not equal to 1

1. The scalars DDhh
ii generated by the algorithm are equal to the 

shortest (<=h) walk lengths from node i to 1
2. The algorithm terminates after a finite number of iterations if 

and only if  all cycles not containing node1 have non-negative 
length. Furthermore, if the algorithm terminates, it does so after 
at most h <= N iterations. At termination, DDhh

ii is the shortest 
path length from i to 1
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BellmanBellman--Ford Algorithm (BFA) Ford Algorithm (BFA) 
Sketch of Proof (by induction)Sketch of Proof (by induction)

DD11
ii = d= di1i1 for all i not equal to 1for all i not equal to 1

If If DDkk
ii is the shortest (<=k) walk length from i to 1, then Dis the shortest (<=k) walk length from i to 1, then Dk+1k+1

i i is is 
the shortest (<= k+1) walk length from i to 1the shortest (<= k+1) walk length from i to 1
DDk+1k+1

i i <=<= DDkk
ii

After h iterations, After h iterations, DDkk
ii = = DDhh

ii for k >= hfor k >= h
Length cannot be reduced by allowing longer walksLength cannot be reduced by allowing longer walks
Not true if there is no negativeNot true if there is no negative--length cycle not including length cycle not including 
node 1node 1
Since there is no cycle in a path, the longer path is at most Since there is no cycle in a path, the longer path is at most 
|N| |N| -- 1. Therefore, after h = |N| 1. Therefore, after h = |N| -- 1, 1, DDhh

ii is the minimumis the minimum
If If DDhh

ii = infinity after |N| iterations, node i is not connected = infinity after |N| iterations, node i is not connected 
to node 1to node 1
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BFABFA
Computation Complexity:Computation Complexity:

Worst case O(NWorst case O(N33) ) –– why?why?
A tighter bound is A tighter bound is O(mAO(mA))

A is the number of arcs, worst case is NA is the number of arcs, worst case is N22

m is the maximum number of hops over all m is the maximum number of hops over all 
shortest paths, worst case is Nshortest paths, worst case is N
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BellmanBellman--Ford Algorithm (BFA) Ford Algorithm (BFA) 
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Dijkstra’sDijkstra’s AlgorithmAlgorithm
Dijkstra’sDijkstra’s algorithm requires that all arcs length algorithm requires that all arcs length 
are nonare non--negative (which is true for most negative (which is true for most 
applications)applications)
WorstWorst--case computation are less than Bellmancase computation are less than Bellman--
Ford algorithmFord algorithm
General idea is to find the shortest paths in General idea is to find the shortest paths in 
order of increasing path lengthorder of increasing path length
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Dijkstra’sDijkstra’s AlgorithmAlgorithm
Let Let DDii be shortest path length from node i to node 1be shortest path length from node i to node 1
Let Let ddijij = infinity if (= infinity if (i,ji,j) is not an arc of the graph) is not an arc of the graph
Initial P = {1}, DInitial P = {1}, D11 = 0, = 0, DDjj = d= dj1j1 for j not equal to 1for j not equal to 1
Step 1 (Find closest node): Find i not in P such that Step 1 (Find closest node): Find i not in P such that 

DDii = min = min j not in Pj not in P DDjj, , set P = P U {i}. set P = P U {i}. 
If P contains all nodes, ENDIf P contains all nodes, END

Step 2 (Update D): For all j not in PStep 2 (Update D): For all j not in P
DDjj = = minminii[D[Djj,d,djiji+D+Dii],], gotogoto step 1step 1
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Dijkstra’sDijkstra’s AlgorithmAlgorithm
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Dijkstra’sDijkstra’s AlgorithmAlgorithm
Computation ComplexityComputation Complexity

Worst case O(NWorst case O(N22), compare to O(N), compare to O(N33) for Bellman) for Bellman--
FordFord
In cases where A << NIn cases where A << N2 2 (spared graph), and m (spared graph), and m 
small, Bellmansmall, Bellman--Ford can terminate in a few iterations Ford can terminate in a few iterations 
and and O(mAO(mA) can be less than O(N) can be less than O(N22))
Generally, for nonGenerally, for non--distributed applications, the two distributed applications, the two 
algorithms appear to be competitivealgorithms appear to be competitive
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Distributed Asynchronous BFADistributed Asynchronous BFA
Similar to the routing algorithm originally implemented Similar to the routing algorithm originally implemented 
in the ARPANET in 1969in the ARPANET in 1969
Requires very little information to be storedRequires very little information to be stored
Sufficient to know the length of the outgoing link and Sufficient to know the length of the outgoing link and 
the identity of every destinationthe identity of every destination
Uses the Bellman’s EquationUses the Bellman’s Equation

DD11 = 0= 0
DDii = = minminjj in in N(iN(i)) [ [ ddijij + + DDjj ] for all i not equal to 1, and ] for all i not equal to 1, and 
N(iN(i) is the set of neighbor nodes of node i) is the set of neighbor nodes of node i
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Distributed Asynchronous (BFA)Distributed Asynchronous (BFA)
Nodes asynchronously send to their neighbors Nodes asynchronously send to their neighbors 
estimates of estimates of DDii(t(t) ) 
Nodes receives messages from all their neighbors and Nodes receives messages from all their neighbors and 
updates their own estimatesupdates their own estimates
Estimates Estimates DDii(t(t) converge to the correct shortest ) converge to the correct shortest 
distance within finite time distance within finite time 
If there is a change in topology or length of a link, the If there is a change in topology or length of a link, the 
old distance information is eventually purged from the old distance information is eventually purged from the 
system system 
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WeaknessWeakness
Two known weaknessTwo known weakness

1.1. In the worst case, the algorithm may require an In the worst case, the algorithm may require an 
excessive number of iterations to terminateexcessive number of iterations to terminate

Not due to the asynchronous nature but due to arbitrary Not due to the asynchronous nature but due to arbitrary 
choice of initial conditionschoice of initial conditions

2.2. In the worst case, the algorithm requires an In the worst case, the algorithm requires an 
excessive number of message transmissionsexcessive number of message transmissions
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Weakness 1: Counting to InfinityWeakness 1: Counting to Infinity

1

2

3 4
1

1 1

1

L

Initially, 

D2=3(3), D3=2(4), D4=1(1)

Link {4,1} breaks

D2=3(3), D3=2(4), D4=4(2)

D2=3(3), D3=5(4), D4=4(2)

D2=6(3), D3=5(4), D4=4(2)

D2=6(3), D3=5(4), D4=7(2)

…….

D2=L(1), D3=L+2(4), D4=L+1(2)

What happen if L = infinity?
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OutlineOutline
IntroductionIntroduction
Network Algorithms and Shortest Path RoutingNetwork Algorithms and Shortest Path Routing
Spanning tree routing in LANSpanning tree routing in LAN
Distance Vector Routing & Link State Distance Vector Routing & Link State 
RoutingRouting
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WAN  RoutingWAN  Routing
EnvironmentEnvironment

links and routers unreliablelinks and routers unreliable
alternative paths scarcealternative paths scarce
traffic patterns can change rapidlytraffic patterns can change rapidly

Two key algorithmsTwo key algorithms
distance vectordistance vector

linklink--statestate

Both assume router knowsBoth assume router knows
address of each neighboraddress of each neighbor
cost of reaching each neighborcost of reaching each neighbor

Both allow a router to determine global routing information by Both allow a router to determine global routing information by 
talking to its neighborstalking to its neighbors
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Routing in the InternetRouting in the Internet
An autonomous system (AS) is a collection of An autonomous system (AS) is a collection of 
routers under the same administrative and routers under the same administrative and 
technical control, and that all run the same technical control, and that all run the same 
routing protocol among themselvesrouting protocol among themselves
IntraIntra--AS routing protocolsAS routing protocols

Routing Information Protocol (Routing Information Protocol (RIPRIP) RFC 1058,2453) RFC 1058,2453
Open Shortest Path First (Open Shortest Path First (OSPFOSPF) RFC 2328) RFC 2328

InterInter--AS routing protocolsAS routing protocols
Border Gateway Protocol (Border Gateway Protocol (BGPBGP version 4) RFC version 4) RFC 
1771,1772,17731771,1772,1773
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Distance VectorDistance Vector
Node tells its neighbors its best idea of distance to Node tells its neighbors its best idea of distance to everyevery
other node in the networkother node in the network
Node receives these Node receives these distance vectorsdistance vectors from its neighborsfrom its neighbors
Updates its notion of best path to each destination, and Updates its notion of best path to each destination, and 
the next hop for this destinationthe next hop for this destination
FeaturesFeatures

distributeddistributed
adapts to traffic changes and link failuresadapts to traffic changes and link failures
suitable for networks with multiple administrative entitiessuitable for networks with multiple administrative entities

Used in BGP and RIPUsed in BGP and RIP
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Distance Vector Routing AlgorithmDistance Vector Routing Algorithm

iterative:iterative:
continues until no nodes continues until no nodes 
exchange info.exchange info.
selfself--terminatingterminating: no “signal” : no “signal” 
to stopto stop

asynchronous:asynchronous:
nodes need nodes need notnot exchange exchange 
info/iterate in lock step!info/iterate in lock step!

distributed:distributed:
each node communicates each node communicates 
onlyonly with directlywith directly--attached attached 
neighborsneighbors

Distance Table data structureDistance Table data structure
each node has its owneach node has its own
row for each possible destinationrow for each possible destination
column for each directlycolumn for each directly--attached attached 
neighbor to nodeneighbor to node

The heart of the Distance The heart of the Distance 
Vector algorithm is the Vector algorithm is the 
Distributed Asynchronous Distributed Asynchronous 
BellmanBellman--Ford AlgorithmFord Algorithm
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Distance and routing table of Node EDistance and routing table of Node E
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Dealing with problemsDealing with problems
Path vectorPath vector

DV carries path to reach each destination; solves the countDV carries path to reach each destination; solves the count--
toto--infinity probleminfinity problem
used in the BGP protocol in the Internet coreused in the BGP protocol in the Internet core
tradetrade--off a larger routing table and extra control overhead for off a larger routing table and extra control overhead for 
robustnessrobustness

Split horizonSplit horizon
use of path vector increases routing table significantlyuse of path vector increases routing table significantly
AlternativeAlternative: never tell neighbor cost to X if neighbor is next : never tell neighbor cost to X if neighbor is next 
hop to Xhop to X
doesn’t work for 3doesn’t work for 3--way count to infinity way count to infinity 
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Dealing with problemsDealing with problems
Split Horizon with Poison ReverseSplit Horizon with Poison Reverse

slight improvement over split horizonslight improvement over split horizon
tell neighbor cost to X is infinity if neighbor is next hop to Xtell neighbor cost to X is infinity if neighbor is next hop to X
Still doesn’t work for 3Still doesn’t work for 3--way count to infinity but can way count to infinity but can 
accelerates converge sometimesaccelerates converge sometimes
Used in RIPUsed in RIP

Triggered updatesTriggered updates
exchange routes on change, instead of on timerexchange routes on change, instead of on timer
faster count up to infinityfaster count up to infinity
Used in RIPUsed in RIP
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Link state routingLink state routing
In distance vector, router knows only In distance vector, router knows only costcost to each to each 
destinationdestination

hides information, causing problemshides information, causing problems

In link state, router knows entire network topology, and In link state, router knows entire network topology, and 
computes shortest path by itselfcomputes shortest path by itself

independent computation of routesindependent computation of routes

Key elementsKey elements
topology disseminationtopology dissemination

computing shortest routescomputing shortest routes

OSPF uses link state routingOSPF uses link state routing
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Link state: topology disseminationLink state: topology dissemination

A router describes its neighbors with a A router describes its neighbors with a link state packet link state packet 
(LSP)(LSP)

Use Use controlled floodingcontrolled flooding to distribute this everywhereto distribute this everywhere
store an LSP in an store an LSP in an LSP databaseLSP database
if new, forward to every interface other than incoming oneif new, forward to every interface other than incoming one
a network with E edges will copy at most 2E timesa network with E edges will copy at most 2E times
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Sequence numbersSequence numbers
How do we know an LSP is new?How do we know an LSP is new?
Use a sequence number in LSP headerUse a sequence number in LSP header
Greater sequence number is newerGreater sequence number is newer
What if sequence number wraps around?What if sequence number wraps around?

smaller sequence number is now newer!smaller sequence number is now newer!
use a large (enough) sequence spaceuse a large (enough) sequence space

On boot up, what should be the initial sequence number?On boot up, what should be the initial sequence number?
have to somehow purge old LSPshave to somehow purge old LSPs
two solutionstwo solutions

agingaging
lollipop sequence spacelollipop sequence space
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AgingAging
Creator of LSP puts timeout value in the headerCreator of LSP puts timeout value in the header
Router removes LSP when it times outRouter removes LSP when it times out

also floods this information to the rest of the network (why?)also floods this information to the rest of the network (why?)
So, on booting, router just has to wait for its old LSPs to be So, on booting, router just has to wait for its old LSPs to be 
purgedpurged
But what age to choose?But what age to choose?

if too smallif too small
purged before fully flooded (why?)purged before fully flooded (why?)
needs frequent updatesneeds frequent updates

if too largeif too large
router waits idle for a long time on rebootingrouter waits idle for a long time on rebooting
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A better solutionA better solution

Need a Need a uniqueunique start sequence numberstart sequence number
Use a lollipop sequence spaceUse a lollipop sequence space

a is older than b if:a is older than b if:
a < 0 and a < ba < 0 and a < b
a > o, a < b, and ba > o, a < b, and b--a < N/4a < N/4
a > 0, b > 0, a > b, and aa > 0, b > 0, a > b, and a--b > N/4b > N/4
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More on lollipopsMore on lollipops
If a router gets an older LSP, it tells the sender If a router gets an older LSP, it tells the sender 
about the newer LSPabout the newer LSP
So, newly booted router quickly finds out its So, newly booted router quickly finds out its 
most recent sequence numbermost recent sequence number
It jumps to one more than thatIt jumps to one more than that
--N/2 is a N/2 is a triggertrigger to evoke a response from to evoke a response from 
community memorycommunity memory
Used in OSPFv1 (RFC 1131) Used in OSPFv1 (RFC 1131) 
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LinkLink--State Routing AlgorithmState Routing Algorithm

uses uses Dijkstra’sDijkstra’s algorithmalgorithm
net topology, link costs known to all nodesnet topology, link costs known to all nodes

accomplished via “link state broadcast” accomplished via “link state broadcast” 
all nodes have same infoall nodes have same info

computes least cost paths from one node (‘source”) to all other computes least cost paths from one node (‘source”) to all other 
nodesnodes

gives gives routing tablerouting table for that nodefor that node
iterative: after k iterations, know least cost path to k dest.’siterative: after k iterations, know least cost path to k dest.’s
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Link State (LS) vs. Distance Vector (DV)*Link State (LS) vs. Distance Vector (DV)*

CriteriaCriteria
MemoryMemory
Bandwidth ConsumedBandwidth Consumed
Computation Computation 
RobustnessRobustness
FunctionalityFunctionality
Speed of ConvergenceSpeed of Convergence

* Radia Perlman, “Interconnections: Bridges, Routers, Switches and Internetworking 
Protocols,” Addison-Wesley, 2000. 
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Comparison of LS and DV algorithmsComparison of LS and DV algorithms

Message complexityMessage complexity
LS:LS: with n nodes, E links, O(nE) with n nodes, E links, O(nE) 
msgs sent each msgs sent each 
DV: DV: exchange between neighbors exchange between neighbors 
only, convergence time variesonly, convergence time varies

Speed of ConvergenceSpeed of Convergence
LS:LS: O(nO(n22) algorithm requires ) algorithm requires 
O(nE) msgsO(nE) msgs

may have oscillationsmay have oscillations
DVDV: convergence time varies: convergence time varies

may be routing loopsmay be routing loops
countcount--toto--infinity probleminfinity problem

Robustness:Robustness: what happens if what happens if 
router malfunctions?router malfunctions?

LS:LS:
node can advertise incorrect node can advertise incorrect 
linklink costcost
each node computes only its each node computes only its 
ownown tabletable

DV:DV:
DV node can advertise DV node can advertise 
incorrect incorrect pathpath costcost
each node’s table used by each node’s table used by 
others others 

error propagate thru error propagate thru 
networknetwork


